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This article contains a list of the pharaohs of Ancient Egypt,
from the Early Dynastic Period (Greek Period); possibly
written on papyrus. The original writings are lost today and
many anecdotes assigned to certain kings seem fictitious.
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May have been a descendant of the Twenty-fourth Dynasty. The
tomb of Tutankhamun revealed a wealth of anomalies, beginning
with its discovery inright through the subsequent years of its
excavation. Menmaatre-setpenptahRamessesXI[79]. Reigned most
likely after Neferefre and for only a few months, possibly a
son of Sahure. Sahar Saleem of Cairo Universitysuggests the
Egyptians didn't remove the brains of their dead pharaohs in
the mummification process.
Andsomething'scomingup—therearesomescratchesonthestonethatareclea
Egyptian documents describe Sneferu as a pious, generous and
even accostable ruler. An ancient flood control system While
the prospect of new tombs is tantalizing, they are but one of
many things the researchers looked for in the valley.
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